
The Graphic Gringa
Merch Proposal

Increase revenue, minimize risk
through print on demand event
merchandise



   About
The Graphic Gringa

The Graphic Gringa is a western graphic apparel brand that is
widely known for its authentic designs and quality products. The
Graphic Gringa has operated debt free since 2016, and has seen
tremendous growth since its incorporation. Founder Jolene
Hamilton has mastered the art of operating a debt free small
business, and now she is branching out to help others do the same
through print-on-demand event merchandising! 



Jolene is the face and creative talent
behind our brand. Before starting
The Graphic Gringa (formerly known
as WildVogue) in 2016, Jolene
worked as a creative professional for
western sports powerhouse, PBR,
and its sister company American
Bucking Bull, Inc., where she was an
integral part of the merchandise and
marketing teams. Jolene has worked
many large events and has managed
tradeshow booths across the country. 

When she is home, Jolene loves
roping competitively and helping on
her family's 5th generation cattle
operation. She also enjoys teaching 
 part time at a rural school district.

About Jolene



What We Do
We offer our clients a simple and low-risk solution for event merchandising
through our mobile print-on-demand services. We are equipped to handle
everything from merchandise design to booth management and setup. 
We minimize your risks and increase your revenue by eliminating the
guesswork and large quantities of preprinted apparel. We use our years of
experience to produce high-quality heat press printing on-site. Your
customers can choose from a variety of blank products, then we place your
event's artwork directly on the garment. Your customer will leave with a
sharp and freshly printed product within minutes of picking their item. 
You will no longer be overwhelmed with guessing the right sizes and
quantities to offer, and you will not have to worry about recovering any
losses from bulk printed inventory that is now taking up storage space. 
We understand every company is unique, so we are proud to offer a variety
of packages to fit our client's needs.



The Benefits

Make your event memorable with
customizable merchandise. Your
customers will love customizing their
event memorabilia, and you'll reap
the benefits. 

No more guesswork. Your days of
stressing about size runs and quantities
are over. What sells gets printed, and
blank apparel can be used for future
events and projects. 

Use our expertise to your advantage.
Merchandising and tradeshow
management requires a lot of trial and
error, and we have it down to a fine art.

We work on commission. We offer a
variety of commission based pricing
plans to fit your needs. If you do well, so
do we!
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Increase revenue without
increasing your risk. By printing on-
site, you will create a more
sustainable revenue stream, while
eliminating costly preprinted bulk
inventory that may or may not sell.



Pricing Packages
Package 01 (Full Service)

Package 02 (50/50)

15%

50%

The Graphic Gringa covers all expenses, excluding
booth fees. You get 15% of merchandise sales.

You cover blank merchandise + booth costs, we'll
handle the rest! You get 50% of merchandise sales.

MOST 
POPULARR



Package 03 (75/25)

Package 04 (85/15)

Package 05 (Design Flat Fee)

75%

85%

100%

The Graphic Gringa handles design + printing, you
handle the rest. You get 75% of merchandise sales. 

We provide the on-site printing, you handle
everything else including design. You get 85% of
merchandise sales.

We create your merchandise design(s) only. Fee
starts at $250. You get 100% of booth sales.



Our Threads



Our Clients

LeAnn Rimes 2021 Christmas concert apparel design

2021 Benny Binion's NFR Bucking Horse & Bull Sale merchandise design, booth 
management and on-site apparel printing



Thank You

thegraphicgringa.com

jolene@thegraphicgringa.com

@thegraphicgringa

The Graphic Gringa


